Some doors are meant to be open...

Project HOPE is opening doors to children like these throughout the world. Since 1960, HOPE has sent scores of physicians, dentists, nurses and allied health personnel to share their medical skills and knowledge.

Applications Engineers - Japan

Applicon, a recognized leader in interactive graphics systems, is currently looking for Japanese-speaking graduates to join our special TYROS program. The TYROS program, designed for new college graduates with high academic achievements, will give you formal training to become an Applications engineer. The program consists of four months "in-house" training in Burlington, MA. Following the training program in Burlington, you will be relocated to an assignment in Japan.

Students with at least a Bachelor of Science degree in M.E., E.E., or C.S. disciplines and who can speak Japanese are encouraged to interview with us to learn more about this exciting opportunity.

To arrange an interview, please call David Adams, Sr. Personnel Representative, (617) 272-7070, x657.

We look forward to discussing our career opportunities with you.